
Think soothing, relaxing and 
comforting. We used neutral hues 

and lush materials to create a 
tranquil, calming oasis: cotton 
throw pillows and bedding, a 

linen headboard and a beautiful 
travertine topped accent chest. 

The pearl white lamp with chrome 
accents adds a touch of luster.
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The bed boasts solid pine 
construction and hand-applied 

distressing. Slightly more refined 
is the dresser, with solid acacia, 

exposed corner joints and a wire-
brushed finish. Burlap pillows and 
a faux leather bench add bucolic 

charm, while the comforter set pulls 
in rich browns to tie it all together.
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Make a bold statement with 
contemporary styling. Mock croc 
pillows and fluted ceramic lamps 

provide a refreshing contrast to the 
stark headboard. The bedding’s 

geometric details add visual intrigue, 
while the jewelry armoire boasts 

modern styling enhanced with silver 
detailing and mirrored surfaces.
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The bedroom for those whose style 
transcends labels. We started with 
verdant teal bedding, tied in with 
a hand-tufted wool rug and floral 
throw pillows. The headboard’s 

scrolled details offer a subtle nod to 
the shapely botanic design, and the 
étagère’s beautiful, interlaced back 

adds eye-catching texture.
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With books, toys and clothes to 
corral, storage rules all. We opted 

for a solid pine toy chest and a bed 
with a bookcase headboard & two 
under-bed storage drawers. The 
table and chair set is the perfect 

tea party locale, while the raccoon 
throw and steel gray bedding are 

versatile for any space.
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The 4-in-1 crib transitions to a 
toddler bed, daybed and full-

sized bed as your newborn grows 
up.  With the crib, drawer chest 

and bedding, we opted for a gray, 
gender-neutral palette. The playful 

lamp’s brown branches are a 
perfect complement to the glider’s 

sturdy, solid hardwood frame.
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Dark charcoals and vivid blues 
form the basis of this modern and 
manly bedroom setting. The rich 

tones highlight the clean lines and 
contemporary styling. It receives a 

touch of chic, industrial appeal from 
the clock’s open metalwork design 

and dark, rustic bronze finish  
with rust gray detailing.
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Antique-inspired details form the 
foundation of this country-inspired 
bedroom. The headboard boasts 
rich wood details and faux iron 
accents that complement the 

ornate mirror frame.  The bedding’s 
muted hues are a pleasing match 
for the chair’s striped fabric, while 
the pillows add a soft, suede feel.
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